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Materials Available for Inspection. The Community Development Department has on file copies
of written documentation relating to each item of business on this Agenda available for public
inspection. You may also view agenda items online at www.sangabrielcity.com/140/Design-ReviewCommission. Materials related to an item on this agenda, submitted to the Design Review
Commission after distribution of the Agenda packet, are available for public inspection at the
meeting or in the Community Development Department, located at City Hall, 425 South Mission
Drive, San Gabriel, California, during regular office hours, Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. except for Tuesdays until 6:30 p.m.
Persons with Disabilities. Upon request, this agenda will be made available in appropriate
alternative formats to persons with disabilities, as required by Section 202 of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990. Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation
in order to participate in a meeting should direct such request to the Community Development
Department at (626) 308-2806 at least 48 hours before the meeting, if possible.
Questions About This Agenda? Should any person have a question concerning any of the above
agenda items prior to the meeting, please contact the Community Development Department in
person or by telephone at (626) 308-2806 during regular office hours.
NOTE: CITY HALL IS AN ACCESSIBLE FACILITY PER THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT.
Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in
a meeting should direct such a request to the Community Development Department at (626) 3082806 at least 48 hours before the meeting, if possible.

DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION AGENDA
April 23, 2018


CALL TO ORDER



PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE LED BY: Commissioner Raymond Cheng



ROLL CALL: Chair Nadolney, Commissioner Cheng

1.

PUBLIC COMMENT
This is the time set aside for members of the public to address the Design Review
Commission on items of interest that are not on the agenda, but are within the
subject matter jurisdiction of the Design Review Commission. Pursuant to the
Brown Act, the Design Review Commission cannot answer any questions or take
any action until such time as the matter may appear as an item on a future agenda.

2.

CONSENT CALENDAR
Minutes from the regular meeting on March 26, 2018.

3.

NEW BUSINESS
A. 704-712 W. LAS TUNAS DRIVE
PLANNING CASE NO. PL-13-090 (MASTER SIGN PLAN)
APPLICANT/ DESIGNER: GEORGE LIN
PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for a Master Sign Plan (MSP)
and a revision to the approved Public Art Plan (PAP) at 704-712 West Las
Tunas Drive. The property is developed with two commercial buildings and a
new mixed-use building that is currently under construction. The property in the
Mission District Village (MD) zone and is part of the Mission District Specific
Plan (MDSP). This project is exempt from the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), per Guidelines Section 15311(a)
(Accessory Structures: On-Premise Signs).
STAFF RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review
Commission APPROVE Planning Case No. PL-13-090 for a Master Sign Plan
and revision to the approved Public Art Plan, subject to the recommended
conditions of approval.

4.

STAFF ITEMS

5.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS AND CONFERENCE/MEETING REPORTS
Each Commissioner may address the Commission and public on matters of
general information and/or concern. This is also the time for Commissioners to
report on conferences and/or meetings they have attended.
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6.

ADJOURN DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
To a regular meeting on a date and time to be determined at City Hall, 425 S.
Mission Drive, 2nd Floor, Council Chambers.
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SAN GABRIEL DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
(SPECIAL TIME)
MONDAY, MARCH 26, 2018
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Nadolney called the special Design Review Commission meeting (special time)
to order at 6:30 p.m. on March 26, 2018, in the Council Chamber at City Hall, 425 South
Mission Drive, San Gabriel, California, 91776.



PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Chair Nadolney.



ATTENDANCE: Chair Nadolney and Commissioner Cheng
Present: Chair Nadolney, Commissioner Cheng, Planning Manager Steinkruger, City
Architect Brown, Assistant Planner Alvarado, and Design Review Commission Secretary
Louie

1. PUBLIC COMMENT
Chuck Myers, resident from 404 Gerona Avenue, voiced his concerns regarding
parking and density.
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Commissioner Cheng moved to approve minutes of the February 26, 2018 DRC
meeting. Seconded by Chair Nadolney. Motion passed by a vote of 2 ayes, 0 noes, and
0 abstentions.
3. NEW BUSINESS
A. 188 HAZELL WAY
PLANNING CASE NO. SPR17-049 (LARGE SITE PLAN REVIEW)
APPLICANT/DESIGNER: DENISE C. TOMLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for a Large Site Plan Review (SPR) to
allow for the construction of a first floor addition and new second story on an
existing 1,105 square-foot single-family home. The property is located in the R-1
(Single-Family Residential) zone. This project is exempt from the requirements of
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), per Guidelines Section 15301,
Class One (Existing Facilities) and Section 15303, Class Three (New Construction of
Conversion of Small Structures).
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STAFF RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review
Commission APPROVE Planning Case No. SPR17-049, subject to the
recommended conditions of approval.
Assistant Planner Alvarado presented the staff report.
Architect Tomlan, project architect, gave a detailed explanation of the project.
Commissioner Cheng stated his concern about massing.
Chair Nadolney stated that while the master bedroom vaulted ceiling is okay, the
large attic space is an issue. She suggested increasing the ceiling height for better
usage.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated that FAR is not included if it is non-habitable
space per Building Code requirement. A condition of approval can be added to
identify it as non-habitable space and not be converted to habitable square
footage.
Architect Tomlan stated that they have a lot of mechanical equipment that they
would like to keep covered and as security in case of long power outages.
Commissioner Cheng commented that this project will be at the expense of its
neighbors having three condensers 15 feet high, blowing hot air, and making noise.
The height and size of this non-habitable space makes it dangerous due to
insulation, electrical, and plumbing. He suggested redesigning it to follow the
correct Code.
Mr. Almada, project owner, stated that these condensers are controlled variable
speeds with noise cancelling motors to maintain a quiet neighborhood. The
equipment room will be engineered to support the equipment in an enclosed area
for minimal noise, good insulation, and proper ventilation.
Architect Tomlan added that the new units at variable speeds are quiet with
ventilation especially enclosed. No windows are for privacy and “movie theatre”
feel TV room.
Chair Nadolney stated that it doesn’t enhance the west elevation. This Commission
is not willing to accept 170-square foot of non-habitable space when the project
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team can easily make it habitable space by changing the height of the ceiling. She
recommended redesigning the project.
Architect Tomlan stated that they plan on having a couple of units to serve the rear
portion of the house since they currently have a relatively new unit on the west
side.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated that one of the biggest complaints staff gets
from a “mansionization” point of view is that residents feel an invasion of privacy
especially when it is not offset by perimeter landscaping and/or are a one-story
house.
Commissioner Cheng commented that the neighbors on the west side would have
a privacy concern. There is a lot of room for improvement. The volume of the
second story could be reduced if the house is maximized and find a proper location
for the mechanical condenser.
Architect Tomlan stated that they have the roof slope above the family room on
the west side and the terrace towards the east side looking toward the outdoor
space. The original and new door widths are the same size.
Commissioner Cheng stated that a Commercial Zone project would have these
rooftop units. However, they usually don’t have the condenser on top unless it is
fully screened because of the amount generated. The mechanical platforms could
be noisy near T.V. room.
Public Speaker (Neighbor) stated that he just installed one in his pool and it makes
about 1/10th noise due to variable speeds. His pool filter is more efficient and quiet.
Planning Manager Steinkruger commented that staff sent out about 60 public
notices within the 300 foot square radius and only received two opposing
comments.
Chair Nadolney stated her concerns about unoccupied space on the second floor
that could be fixed by reducing the second story mass as well as windowless west
elevation.
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Commissioner Cheng made the motion to approve PLANNING CASE NO.
SPR17-049 to be continued to the next regular DRC meeting on April 23,
2018. Chair Nadolney seconded the motion. Motion passed with a unanimous
vote.
A. 704-712 West Las Tunas Drive
Planning Case No. PL-13-090 (Public Art Plan)
Applicant/Designer: George Lin
PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for a Public Art Plan (PAP). The
proposed PAP was required for the Mission View Plaza, which includes the remodel
of two existing commercial buildings and construction of a new mixed- use building.
The property is located in the Mission District Village (MD) zone, which is part of
the Mission District Specific Plan (MDSP) area. This project is exempt from the
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), per Guidelines
Section 15301, Class One (Existing Facilities) and Section 15303, Class Three (New
Construction of Conversion of Small Structures).
STAFF RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review Commission
APPROVE Planning Case No. PL-13-090, subject to the recommended conditions of
approval.
Assistant Planner Alvarado presented the staff report.
Mr. Barker, project artist, brought a miniature mural examples.
Mr. Panasyuk, Public Art Coordinator, stated that the theme expresses the festivity
of Mexican and Asian cultures coming together represented through vibrant colors.
The custom designed tiles were created by community members to be featured on
the storefront on the commercial area. The intensity of the murals will increase the
closer to the main murals.
Mr. Garcia, project architect, stated that they wanted a location with outdoor seating
to activate the retail area, lighting, and additional parking. There are a few gas meter
lines that cannot be moved but we can use the art and landscape to shield it.
Chair Nadolney stated her concern about the meters but stated that it is a great
idea to incorporate it into the wayfinding. She suggested that it would be nice to
have more playful or colorful tiles to compliment the mission tiles style. Let’s and
incorporated into the building when the wayfinding is initiated.
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Mr. Garcia stated that the construction will start within the next two months and
that is when we are planning on moving forward as well.
Commissioner Cheng stated that this is the best way to hide the meters but it is
small exposure for the amount of work done since it is public art. He stated that he
approves the storefront and arches but would like to see how the floor tile and way
findings will form together with the given images. Everything else looks good to go.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated that the Commission should move forward
with the approved portions and re-evaluate the wayfinding during Master Sign Plan
Review.
Chair Nadolney recommended that the architect and applicant come back only on
the Plaza Wayfinding and Master Sign. Everything else is approved as submitted.
Commissioner Cheng made the motion to approve Planning Case No. PL-13090 (Public Art Plan). Seconded by Chair Nadolney seconded the motion.
Motion passed by a unanimous vote.
B. 324 East Las Tunas Drive
Planning Case No. PL-14-143 (Precise Plan of Design-Preview)
Applicant/Designer: Steve Chen
PROJECT SUMMARY: The Applicant of a proposed mixed-use project has
requested the opportunity to preview this item with the DRC in an effort to solicit
feedback on its design, in advance of formal consideration of the Precise Plan of
Design (PPD). The proposed project would also require approval of a Tentative Tract
Map (TTM) and Conditional Use Permit (CUP) by the Planning Commission (PC). This
item is tentatively slated to be considered as part of a special joint meeting by the
Planning Commission and Design Review Commission on May 14, 2018. The
proposed project is currently under environmental review.
STAFF RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review Commission
provide COMMENTS on the proposed Precise Plan of Design. No action was
required from the Commission.
Planning Manager Steinkruger presented the staff report.
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Commissioner Cheng stated that the different parking requirement for commercial
and residential creates a parking shortage. He stated his concern about the
mechanical aspect since residential and commercial units share the same windows
and doors as well as the tandem parking has one garage door for two units.
Mr. Malaby, project architect, stated that they will use a spilt system on the roofs
with tinted glass for high privacy. There are two elevators with an elevator for
residents only. The garage doors are separated from the public parking. Residential
guests can park in the commercial parking. The project is short 13 commercial
parking spots but the bus stops in front allows for the Green Code Transit reduction.
The project has 7,000 square feet of green space, which exceeds the requirement.
Open garages are also proposed, which will enforce using the spaces for parking
and not storage.
Commissioner Cheng stated that suggested using single garage spaces instead of
tandem spaces, especially with retail drop offs.
Chair Nadolney added that two tenants sharing one garage door is not wide or
secure enough since it is only 20 feet from center to column.
Mr. Malaby stated that the tightness of the parking spaces comes only when there
is a column in between the spaces which is only about four parking spaces. There
will be a loading zone for materials and supplies pick-up and drop-off.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated that the commercial and residential units are
currently parceled for more condos in the office unit and the applicant would have
to amend their map.
Chair Nadolney stated that the whole building still looks like an office because of
the front style. It doesn’t feel residential besides a motel feel in the back. The
concern is the width of spaces for tandem parking since the columns are not lining
up. By reducing the number of units, your parking will improve.
Commissioner Cheng stated that successful mixed-use projects have full amenities
such as a gym, conference center, BBQ area, and etc. There is an issue of high
turnover rate because many cannot raise a family in these units due to security
reasons, no room to grow, and etc. The only level of security is a different elevator.
A big issue is being short 13 parking spaces. He stated his concern about
commercial style for residential homes. He also added that the location is great and
concept is interesting.
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Planning Manager Steinkruger stated that the CUP states a 20% parking reduction
based on transit proximity. She added that the Planning Commissioners do not feel
inclined to parking permits without solid information on public transportation
connection.
Mr. Malaby stated that they can soften the edges to be more residential with a
contemporary look so it matches the surrounding buildings.
Chair Nadolney stated that she agrees that the finishes, style, and color may match
but the commercial building does not match a residential lifestyle.
4. STAFF ITEMS
Planning Manager Steinkruger announced that a joint Planning Commission and
Design Review Commission meeting is scheduled for April 9, 2018Planning
Commission will consider a Tentative Tract Map and Design Review Commission will
look at the Precise Plan of Design and Master Site Plan.

5. COMMISSIONER COMMENTS AND CONFERENCE/MEETING REPORTS
Commissioner Cheng stated that his term expires April 30, 2018 and had just
resubmitted his application.

6. ADJOURN DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
Chair Nadolney adjourned the Design Review Commission Meeting at 9:30 p.m. to a
special joint meeting with the Planning Commission and Design Review Commission
on Monday, April 9, 2018 at 6:30 p.m. at City Hall, 425 South Mission Drive, 2nd Floor,
Council Chambers.
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CITY OF SAN GABRIEL

JADEN LOUIE, DESIGN REVIEW COMISSION SECRETARY

MARLA NADOLNEY, CHAIR
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City of San Gabriel

STAFF REPORT
DATE:

Monday, April 23, 2018

TO:

Chairperson Nadolney and Design Review Commission

FROM:

Tracy Steinkruger, Planning Manager
Anthony Alvarado, Assistant Planner

SUBJECT:

704-712 W. Las Tunas Dr.
Planning Case No. PL-13-090 (Master Sign Plan)
Applicant: George Lin

SUMMARY
This is an application for a Master Sign Plan (MSP) and a revision to the approved Public Art Plan
(PAP) at 704-712 West Las Tunas Drive. The property is developed with two commercial buildings
and a new mixed-use building that is currently under construction. The property in the Mission
District Village (MD) zone and is part of the Mission District Specific Plan (MDSP).
Staff recommends that the Design Review Commission APPROVE Planning Case Number PL13-090 for a MSP, subject to the recommended conditions of approval as shown as Attachment
A.

BACKGROUND
The property is located on the south side of
Las Tunas Drive between South Mission
Drive and Alanmay Avenue. In 2014,
Planning Commission (PC) and Design
Review Commission (DRC) approved a
project that would allow for the remodel of the
two existing commercial buildings and
construction of a new mixed-use building. As
part of the conditions of approval for the
approved Precise Plan of Design, DRC
required the Master Sign Plan be brought
back for DRC approval with revisions to the
size and font types of the commercial tenant
spaces. There were no revisions suggested for
the residential, building directional, or
monument signs.

Planning Case No. PL-13-090
704-712 W. Las Tunas Dr.
April 23, 2018
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Table 1 summarizes the general information concerning this project.
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

APN

5362-001-002, 25,31,33,36,37,39,40

LOCATION

South Side of Las Tunas Dr. between Mission Dr. and Alanmay
Ave.

ZONING AND LAND
USE

The property is zoned MDV and has a General Plan designation
of Commercial Specific Plan

ZONING AND
SURROUNDING
LAND USES

North: C-1 (Retail Commercial)
South: R-2 (Low Density Multiple Family Residence)
East: C-1M (The Market Place) and R-3A (Arroyo
Residential)
West: MD (Mission District Village zone)

CURRENT
DEVELOPMENT

Two existing commercial buildings. The approved mixed-use
building is currently under construction.

ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEW

This project is exempt from the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), per Guidelines Section
15311(a) (Accessory Structures: On-Premise Signs).

ANALYSIS
PUBLIC ART PLAN
On March 26, 2018, DRC approved the PAP with conditions of approval regarding the accessibility
of the artwork. The decision letter and the signed conditions of approval are shown as Attachment
B.
The proposed PAP display combines the cultural background of two distinct cultures found in San
Gabriel (Latino and Asian cultures). The artists’ revised proposal of two brightly colored pieces help
find a common ground between two distant backgrounds. Bright colors are incorporated into both art
pieces to allow for a smooth transition between cultures. The pieces portray colorful festive scenes
that are very welcoming for the development. To help with the conformity of the art and the
development of the project, the artist has designed a tile that incorporates elements from both
cultures that will be featured in different areas of the Mission View Plaza project.
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Accessibility
The proposed project will be located on the South wall of existing Building E. The art piece may be
accessed from the parking lot to the West and the pedestrian walkway connecting from Alanmay
Avenue. Since the mural location may be considered “hidden”, DRC requested that the artist
incorporate a wayfinding component to the project. The artist proposed to accomplish this by
removing the third painting with a floor tile path that would lead to the art display. The floor tile layout
portrays a flower which would be similar to the lotus flower tile that is featured throughout the project.
Staff also added a condition of approval to provide a lighting plan that would better illuminate the
proposed public art area.

Public Art
Location
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City Architect General Comments
1. Finding common ground in two seemingly disparate cultures is an appropriate approach
to the public art.
2. The use of strong unifying colors that relate to both cultures is appropriate. The use of
food, flowers, and children rank at the top of cultural similarities.
3. The time honored traditional method of Cuerda - seca on tiles will work well on the
commercial storefront bulkheads.
4. Integrating in lieu of ignoring the meters is the correct approach. The vertical columns of
tiles above and at the sides of the meters will minimize the visual clutter of the meters.
MASTER SIGN PLAN
The proposed MSP follows the design guidelines for signage set forth in the MDSP. The applicant
worked with Planning Division staff and the City Architect regarding style, font, layout, and lighting. It
was also determined by staff and the City Architect that the sign plan would fit the design context of
the proposed mixed-use building and the surrounding neighborhood.
Sign Location and Layout
Each tenant space would have one wall sign to be centered above their storefront. Tenants D1, E1,
and C6 would have a second storefront wall sign because they also have street frontage on West
Las Tunas Drive and South Mission Drive. The majority of the proposed wall signage would be
located on the north and west elevations facing the existing interior parking lot area. Each sign would
be allowed a maximum of one and one-half square feet of sign area per linear foot of tenant leased
frontage.
Window product displays and Franchise/Corporate tenant window displays would be allowed
following the restrictions set forth in the proposed plan. Window signage would be limited to a total
of 25% of the total window store frontage.
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The proposed MSP has two identity monument signs that would be placed along the West Las Tunas
Drive and South Mission Drive entrances. Both monument signs are well placed and would provide
development identification while not presenting a hazard to vehicular or pedestrian circulation. The
existing freestanding sign on West Las Tunas Drive would be removed.

Two Existing Commercial Buildings

Existing Building C

Existing Building E
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Style and Materials
The MSP allows for two font styles for the commercial tenants, Friz Quadrata Medium and Palatino
Bold, for the commercial tenant spaces. Tenants with a registered trademark may develop signage
using corporate sign standards but would still have to adhere to the sign area allowed per the MSP.
Wall signage is proposed to be constructed of fabricated aluminum and would be illuminated via
white LEDs. The signs shall be HALO illuminated lighting from the rear to display around the
perimeter of the channel letters. Planning staff has included a condition of approval that all storefront
wall signage be illuminated.

Window signage would be allowed with a white vinyl finish. Window displays are allowed if the tenant
meets the required frontage sign area requirement. Staff has added a condition of approval that the
window signage would not be more than 25% of the store tenant frontage.
Both the monument and residential building signage would use a Charlemagne standard bold font.
The monument signs are 50” masonry structures illuminated with HALO LEDs. Residential building
signage would be non-illuminated.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This project is exempt from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
per Guidelines Section 15311(a) (Accessory Structures: On-Premise Signs).
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Design Review Commission:
APPROVE PLANNING CASE NO. PL-13-090 FOR A MASTER SIGN PLAN AT 704-712 WEST
LAS TUNAS DRIVE, SUBJECT TO THE RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL.
ATTACHMENTS
A.
B.
C.
D.

Recommended Conditions of Approval
Decision Letter with Signed Conditions of Approval from March 26 DRC Meeting
Revised Public Art Plan
Proposed Master Sign Plan

ATTACHMENT A
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
FOR MASTER SIGN PLAN
PROJECT ADDRESS:
PROJECT NO.:
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

704-712 WEST LAS TUNAS DRIVE
PL-13-090
MASTER SIGN PLAN FOR EXISTING COMMERICIAL
BUILDINGS AND A NEW MIXED-USE BUILDING

The following conditions shall be made a part of the approval of the project, and shall be complied
with in their entirety:
General Notices Required by Law
1. Right to Appeal: You have the right to appeal this decision within ten (10) business days
by filing a letter of appeal with the City Clerk and paying the appeal fee of $790. This
appeal period expires on May 7, 2018 after which an appeal may not be filed.
2. Conditions are Binding: Once the appeal period has expired, all conditions of approval
are final. No approval shall be valid until the applicant has signed the affidavit at the
bottom of this document stating that (he/she) has received, read, understands and accepts
the conditions of approval. All conditions are binding, and the City retains continuing
jurisdiction to ensure that all requirements of an approved permit are met.
3. Follow the Law: The City’s approval of your application does not relieve you from
compliance with other Federal, State or City requirements.
4. All Improvements Must Be Finished to Occupy: No occupancy permit can be granted,
nor any building permit “finaled,” until all improvements required by this approval have
been properly constructed, inspected, and approved.
Planning Division Conditions (please call 626-308-2806)
5. Changes Must Be Approved: Any revisions to an approved application shall be
resubmitted to the Community Development Department for review and approval. Design
Review under the Master Sign Plan process may allow the change of the plans proposed
under this Design Review Commission action as long as they are in substantial
conformance with these plans.
6. Construction Must Follow the Plans: All construction and development shall conform
to the approved plans on file in the Community Development Department.
7. Commercial Wall Signage: The master sign plan shall be revised to state that all
commercial wall signage must be illuminated.
8. Wall Sign Illumination: The master sign plan shall be revised to state that all
illuminated signs shall use white LED lights.
9. Window Signage: The master sign program shall be revised to state that window
displays shall not exceed 25% of the total window frontage per tenant space.

Property Owner’s and Applicant’s Affidavit
I have received, read, accept and understand the conditions of approval contained on the
Standard List of Conditions for PL-13-090 (Master Sign Plan).
PROPERTY OWNER NAME (PLEASE PRINT)
PROPERTY OWNER SIGNATURE
DATE
PHONE NO.
E-MAIL ADDRESS
APPLICANT NAME
APPLICANT SIGNATURE
DATE
PHONE NO.
E-MAIL ADDRESS

ATTACHMENT B
Phone: 626.308.2800
Fax: 626.458.2830
City Hall: 425 South Mission Drive, San Gabriel, California
Mail: P.O. Box 130, San Gabriel, California 91778-0130
Web: SanGabrielCity.com

April 9, 2018

George Lin
LSG Las Tunas, LP

SUBJECT:

Public Art Plan for 704-712 W. Las Tunas Drive (Case PL-13-090)

Dear Mr. Lin:
Congratulations! During the regular meeting of the City’s Design Review Commission meeting on
March 26, 2018 the Design Review Commission approved Planning Case PL-13-090 (Public Art
Plan) to allow for the public art component on the existing commercial building, subject to the
conditions of approval. Please ensure that the applicant and property owner sign the conditions of
approval at City Hall within 5 business days of this letter.
If you have any questions about the decision, please contact me at (626) 308-2806 ext. 4638 or
aalvarado@sgch.org.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

Anthony Alvarado
Assistant Planner
Enc:

Conditions of Approval

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT C

CONCEPT ART PLAN

Submitted by:
Beatrix Barker and Irina Panasyuk
Barker + Associates Public Art Advisory
E: beatrix@barker-publicart.com
E: irina@ivppublicart.com
W: www.barker-publicart.com

April 19, 2018

ATTACHMENT C
PROJECT SUMMARY

The project is a 3-story mixed-use building with 37 residential units over approximately
5,500 sf of commercial space, as well as the exterior upgrade of three existing 1-story
commercial buildings. The project is within the Mission District Specific Plan area and
has been designed with stylistic references to the Spanish Mission style by the
architectural firm Lim Chang Rohling.
The developer, project architect, and public art advisor went through an artist selection
process with a focus on finding an artist whose work and experience would be most
compatible with the project’s design vision, function, and the City’s guidelines.
Various media and artists were considered, including Sonia Romero, Chicana artist
known for her printmaking and murals. Cha-Rie Tang was selected for her
understanding of the historical and socio-cultural context of the site and also for her vast
experience, unique designs and intricate tile work.
Artwork estimated budget is $110,000.
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ATTACHMENT C
THE ARTIST

Starting out as an architect Cha-Rie Tang has expanded her interests and expertise
to include graphic design, ceramics and glass.
Her public art commissions include a series of
murals for the City of Mission Viejo, the Exposition
Park Library for the City of LA, the Customer Service
Station at the Executive Office at the Kenneth Hahn
Hall of Administration for the County of LA, the
ARTS bus for the City of Pasadena, a bus stop for
the City of Santa Clarita, and Monrovia train station
for the Gold Line Extension for the MTA. There are 4
parts to the station: relief tiles at the column bases,
meandering watercolor tiles at the ramps, rock and
glass at the entry, and carpet of watercolor tiles at
the elevator (the images here show some of those).
Cha-Rie Tang is especially
interested in the patterns of
nature and how they are expressed through the materials of
glass and ceramics.
Cha-Rie Tang was featured on TV, in HGTV Vintage Flip
Season 2 Stately Craftsman in Claremont.
More of Cha-Rie Tang’s projects can be seen on her website
www.pasadenacraftsmantile.com and
facebook.com/pasadenacraftsmantile
In her preliminary concept proposal Cha-Rie mentioned that she has every intention of
using beautiful colors to capture the culture of the area and make the development decor
happy and artsy.
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ATTACHMENT C
Past Projects: Art Alive in Mission Viejo
One of the public art projects that Cha-Rie Tang has completed recently for Mission
Viejo is Art Alive. It consists of six murals that Cha-Rie designed and executed in
collaboration with two other artists and the community of Mission Viejo.

Art Alive is a permanent art
installation that enhanced
the public space in the city.
Each mural celebrates a
certain activity and
emphasizes a common
interest that creates strong
bonds within community.
Professional artists did the
ground work and prepared
the canvas for the community to paint. Different members of the Mission Viejo
community came up with pencil drawings that were
later scanned into the computer and with the help of
Photoshop and Illustrator programs were
transformed into vector files which the artists used
to prepare sketches suitable for making silkscreens.
8“ x 8“ cuerda seca style tiles were produced from
those silkscreens. The tiles were mounted in 4 rows
12 columns with the border 4“ x 8“ tiles, altogether
to complete 6 murals. The community members of
Mission Viejo also participated in the glazing of the
main mural.
4

ATTACHMENT C
ARTWORK LOCATION
The artist with the developer and design team selected the most visible and secure location for
the artwork. The direction of the City of Gabriel Planning Department was taken into account
when identifying the wall for the public artwork (the mural). The colorful tile mural is to be
installed on the wall facing the proposed restaurant, located in a pathway from the main plaza to
the parking lot. The designated pathway is a safe environment for the artwork which would give
pedestrians an opportunity to view all the intricate details of the mural from a closer range.
The artist evaluated all possible ways of connecting the main mural with additional public art
elements. Taking into account that the public art component should relate to, and be compatible
with both the commercial and residential portions of the development Cha-Rie Tang designed a
tile that fits perfectly with the Mission style architecture to replace the existing tiles on the
commercial buildings in order to connect the art wall to the rest of the development. A tile
wayfinding component and an exterior lighting plan have been added to the original proposal.

ATTACHMENT C
Location of the main Public Artwork for 704 - 712 W. Las Tunas Dr.

ATTACHMENT C
PROPOSED DESIGN FOR 704 - 712 W. LAS TUNAS DR.
The artist carefully studied the cultural background of the area and conducted
substantial research on Latino and Asian cultural components to select a handful of
images as inspirations for the designs of the public art at 704 – 712 W. Las Tunas Dr.
Cha-Rie Tang proposed the idea to make a colorful piece about festivals allotting herself
with the task of finding common ground for two seemingly disparate cultures. Cha-Rie
Tang thoughtfully noted that both Mexican and Chinese people like bright colors,
accentuating red, yellow, green and purple in their cultural visual elements. That’s how
the idea of depicting colorful images of flowers, food, dance, children and happiness on
the main art wall was established. Cha-Rie Tang was looking for colors and visual
elements that that would be culturally specific and universal. The artist came with the
idea of making cuerda seca tiles like she has done for Mission Viejo and blend them into
swirling mosaics of color within the mural.
The mural will consist of two sections with festive images relevant to Chinese and
Mexican cultures as well as multicultural celebratory visuals. The composition of the
mosaics with nuggets of defined and broken up images are intended to be elegant and
timeless at the same time. Colorful tiles will separate each section.

Note: Images in the illustration above (and on next pages) are inspirational. They
provide references to the visuals that the artist will be relying on when working on actual
designs for the mural.

ATTACHMENT C
In order to visually connect the public art components and designs in the commercial
plaza and the residential area
Cha-Rie Tang had designed a
cuerda seca tile that has the
colors and structure of a
traditional Spanish tile, but it
features a lotus flower and a
pineapple providing references to
both Latino and Asian cultures at
the same time.
The shops in the strip mall will
replace the pink tiles at the bottom
with more traditional green tiles
and custom designed decorative
cuerda seca tiles. The green
color will also tie in with the green
tiles of the mural. The density of
the cuerda seca colorful tiles will
increase as we get closer to the art wall, becoming a graphic directional signal of
something large-scale and exciting located around the corner.

In addition, a tile wayfinding component leading to the main public artwork as well as an
exterior lighting plan have been added to the original art proposal to insure better
visibility and illumination of the public art.
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ATTACHMENT C
Wayfinding Component
Cha-Rie Tang plans to relate the design to a pedestrian experience that the surrounding
area can potentially offer. She proposes to incorporate specially designed 16” x 16” tile
units into the pavement in the main plaza area. The unit will consist of one 4" x 4" central
cuerda seca decorative lotus/pineapple tile complimented by eight 2" x 2" brightly
colored tiles (mostly red and orange). Four 4" x 4" custom-made watercolor tiles and four
6" x 6" custom-made matte tiles will provide stylistic finish and serve as a transition to
the quarry tile pavers.

Note: The daytime photo of the tiles (on the left) shows the real colors of the tile units to
be incorporated into the pavement in the main plaza area. The nighttime image (on the
right) showcases the approximate color of the quarry tiles (around the art units) to be
used to pave the main plaza. The exact specifications of the color of the main plaza
paving tile can be found below.
Landscape Hardscape Materials:
Walkway Paving: Type 1
Poured-in-place concrete, color to be Davis Colors: Sandstone #5237. Top Cast #3
wash, matte penetrating sealer
Walkway Paving: Type 2
Arto Brick –Oleson clay pavers, color to be WQOGB6 “Unglazed Buckskin”. 16” x 16”.
Accent Banding: Arto Brick –Oleson clay pavers, color to be WQOGB6 “Unglazed
Buckskin”. 8” x 16”.
Loggia & Patio: Arto Brick –Oleson clay pavers, color to be WQOGB4 “Unglazed Braun”.
12” x 12”.
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ATTACHMENT C
Paving plan showing the locations of the specially designed 16” x 16” tile
units in the main plaza area of 704 - 712 W. Las Tunas Dr.
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ATTACHMENT C
Lighting Plan
Two forms of lighting will be included as part of the art component for this project to
enhance the art at night. Landscape has allowed for 4 LED uplight fixtures (2 per arch
niche) which will be located below each art piece. These will be adjusted to cast light
upwards and provide illumination. A recessed light fixture will also be provided at the top
of each arch niche soffit to provide light downward and wash the arch niche wall and art
with light. During installation, the lighting will be adjusting to provide the best
combination of lighting to enhance the art piece.
Art Lighting:
Landscape uplight located below art wall. (2 fixtures per each art niche)
L3: PB LED wall wash PB-3LED-AB 12v/4.2w
Building downlight located at each arch recess. (1 per arch recess)
Recess LED fixture TBD
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ATTACHMENT C
All Storefronts elevation with custom made cuerda seca tiles for the
Commercial Plaza at 704 - 712 W. Las Tunas Dr.

SCHEDULE
As soon as the initial concept of the main public art element (the wall mural) and
additional components is approved the artists will start developing her designs, and
setting up fabrication and installation teams. The Residences at Mission View Las
Tunas is tentatively scheduled for opening in the spring of 2019.
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ATTACHMENT C

Visual Inspirations for the Asian Themed Mural

Approximately 96" in width with the height variable at different points, but no less than 45", no more than
53", the first mural is to include a dragon from an Asian New Year’s celebration, lanterns, drums,
hardworking racers of a dragon boat festival, children lighting fire crackers, symbolic tokens of
wealth and happiness, and moon cakes. It is to incorporate 68 pieces of 8" x 8" tiles and a 5"
high border at the bottom.

ATTACHMENT C

Visual Inspirations for the Mexican Themed Mural

The second mural of approximately the same size is to feature Mexican folklorico dancers and mariachi
band, a proud indigenous warrior with feather headdress, festive hats, and colorful drinks and food.
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ATTACHMENT C

PROPOSAL by Cha-Rie Tang
Current Artist’s Vision of the Design Concept
Proposal for Las Tunas Residences
FESTIVITIES IN BLOOM
by Cha-Rie Tang, Artist
For Las Tunas Residences I plan to tell the story of two seemingly disparate
cultures sharing similarities.
San Gabriel is the nexus of a cultural mix –– the Asian and the Latino cultures.
Spanish architecture is the architectural style of the development, as well as all
the charming buildings in the area. The storefronts including signage show the
prevalence of Asian population. Finding common ground, making people feel that
they belong, is the task of the public artist.
The love of colors, red, yellow, green and purple is a unifying feature of
both cultures. Food, flowers, and children also rank at the top of cultural
similarities. The depiction of festivals would surely show these common features
of both cultures. The mural on the designated wall can depict people dancing in
colorful costumes, children frolicking, delicious food and drink, and flowers
galore.
I propose to use the cuerda seca technique on tiles (bright colorful glazes
separated by waxy lines) similar to Malibu Tiles and Mexican tiles. I have done 6
murals for the City of Mission Viejo in this technique. It is a time honored
traditional method of making beautiful long lasting colorful tiles. I will have 3
murals. One that is about 10 1/2’ long x 6’ high to include Mexican folklorico
dancers and mariachi band, a proud indigenous warrior with feather headdress,
festive hats, and colorful drinks and food. On the opposite end of the wall I will
have another mural of about the same size to feature a dragon from an Asian
New Year’s celebration, lanterns, drums, hardworking racers of a dragon boat
festival, children lighting fire crackers and symbolic tokens of wealth and
happiness, and moon cakes.
These 2 murals will have one side having a straight edge and the other side trail
off into space as if they extend further. The solid side will be lined with paper cut
designs. Both Chinese and Mexican paper cuts have strong cultural traditions.
These ribbons will lead the eye along the wall. The arrangement will also suggest
that the mural is a twisted ribbon that could continue even at the end of the wall.

ATTACHMENT C

I will have a few columns of green tiles visually separating and connecting the
murals, like patches of green grass.
To tie the art wall to the rest of the development I have designed a tile that would
fit perfectly in Mission style architecture. It has the colors and structure of a
traditional Spanish tile, but it features a lotus flower and a pineapple. The shops
in the strip mall could replace the pink tiles at the bottom with more traditional
green tiles and a row of these custom designed Spanish tiles. The green color
will also tie in with the green tiles of the mural. We can also sprinkle some of
these colorful tiles in the mural. Perhaps we can increase the density of these
colorful tiles as we get closer to the art wall, sort of a graphic directional signal.
This is a way to tie the rest of the development with the art wall. This custom
designed tile can also be a signature of the development.
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ATTACHMENT C
BARKER + ASSOCIATES
Public Art Advisory
www.barker-publicart.com

Barker + Associates specializes in the field of public art, cultural planning, and community
development. The firm acts as liaison between developers, architects and artists, in association
with city planners, design teams and art advisory committees, to find the best solutions for the
inclusion of art and art programming in a wide variety of projects.
Our professional expertise and strategic alliances, developed in over twenty-five years of working
on public art projects, make us effective in all aspects and phases of project development and
management, including:
• professional guidance in the planning, selection, commission, fabrication,
installation, and maintenance of art in public places;
• integration of the art component with other design and development objectives;
• securing all required approvals and permits from government agencies;
• development and coordination of creative community outreach programs and
art programming.
We approach both the mandated public art programs, and the developer or architect initiated art
programs, to best represent our clients’ vision. Our aim is that our projects, the art and artists we
select, as well as related programming, become positive icons in the community. We propose
early involvement with the project design teams to allow for better integration of the art elements
from a design perspective, but also to benefit the entitlement process, while developing a positive
relationship with the community.
We see our role as mediators of win-win partnerships with the communities we work in, as well as
the local government agencies and departments.
The principal of Barker + Associates is Beatrix Barker. She has been a professional art advisor
for over three decades and is experienced in a broad range of project types with excellent skills in
analysis, strategic planning, and project management. Because of her extensive knowledge of
public art and related issues, she is often invited to advise public sector clients on workable
policy, strategy and implementation. In addition to public art, community development, and
cultural planning, Beatrix has also distinguished herself in corporate consulting, corporate
philanthropic policy and communications programming, as well as exhibition development. She
has been appointed to numerous boards and committees.
Irina Panasyuk entered the public art scene with a degree in Arts and Curatorial Practices in the
Public Sphere from the USC Roski School of Art and Design and a vast experience in the public
relations and communications. For the last few years she has been working on numerous Barker
+ Associates projects selecting sculptures, ceramic works and murals for public art projects in
various cities in the Greater Los Angeles area, working with the cities’ planning departments and
developers. Irina’s work carries the undercurrent belief that art strengthens communities and
connects cultures.
•

Compensation is strictly on a fee for service basis.
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